
The little New Yorkers in the Green Class (綠班) were certainly busy learning about the
topic of "What A Busy City!" (忙碌的城市). It was an incredible experience for children to
learn about the things we see in the city they live in everyday such as buildings (⼤樓),
stores (商店), sidewalks (⾺路), traffic lights (紅綠燈), transportations (交通⼯具), and
animals such as dogs (狗) and pigeons (鴿⼦). Some of our favorite activities are going on
a neighborhood walk to see the buildings around us, pretending to take the subway,
creating a city mural with our friends, playing the game Red Light, Green Light, and more.
In December, we got to know our friends from the Blue and Yellow classes even more by
engaging with them in activities such as shoveling snow, dressing up the snowmen, and
observing how ice melts during our winter assembly. The past few months have been
busy for us and we've learned so much. When our family members came for Family Day,
we were so eager to show them everything we've done since school started and we
enjoyed our bonding time through watching our slideshow together.

What a Busy City!
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Classroom Happenings

Making a Ya Ya City mural with
our friends.

Red Light, Green Light is our
favorite game.

Learning to trace shapes with cars
in our sand sensory bin.

Matching our toy cars to the
transportation on our vocabulary wall.



Let's go on a subway ride! Where
does the 2 train go?

Creating patterns with red, yellow,
and green pom poms that look like

traffic lights.

We learned how elevator works by
getting on the elevator in our school

building. We took the elevator
upstairs and then went back down.



We drove our police car
just like police officers!

We saw so many landmarks and
buildings during our neighborhood

walk near our school.

Visiting a nearby subway station and
listening to the sound subways make

when they pass by.

Building train tracks in our classroom
with friends.



Special Events

Watching how ice melts when we touch it. Shelly Laoshi made it snow!

We invited our family
members to watch a

slideshow with us and we
showed them around our

classroom during Family Day!



Extra Sweet Moments

We love lining up with our
friends and sitting with them

on our cubby!

Get on Ya Ya bus with us and
go sightseeing in our city! Are

you ready for the big turn? 


